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PET ‐ Topical Application Treatment
“GoldBlack Paste” (semi strong) or “Golden Paste” (not so strong) applications and uses.
USING a different blend for delicate areas on face, not as strong as 100% black salve paste.

If growth is around or near the ‐ eye ‐ face‐ nose were its delicate skin tissue etc
It maybe better not to use the full strength “black salve paste topically”, but rather a weaker version using a
combination of “Black Salve Paste and Golden Paste” – very gentle mixture.

This is a Cat with Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC) type of skin cancer using the golden paste.

The topical paste that was applied to the above Cat was the Golden Paste (organic turmeric, coconut oil, lecithin) see
images above … Hence the yellow fur from turmeric.
Ask our clinic to provide this special weaker mix. We have called this combination GoldBlack Paste

This is what a Feline Sarcoid growth looks like. It has not been treated with anything but vet drugs so far.
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Golden Paste or Goldblack Paste

When using
HAMPL Golden Paste (organic tumeric, lecithin, coconut oil)
or
HAMPL GoldBlack Paste (combined 70% Golden paste and 30% Black Salve) * stronger formula
•

Cotton bud to apply PASTE (golden paste) or (golden paste with small amount of black Salve)

•

Bandage and tape, adhesive bandage or large square water proof Band‐Aids from your
pharmacy. Remember, you will need to reapply PASTE every 24 hours.

•

To avoid an animal trying to scratch the area, you may wish to purchase a plastic cone from
your vet (the same kind used when a dog has been desexed).

DIRECTIONS
•

Refrigerate for 5 minutes before each use. If too runny.
Storing the PASTE in the fridge is fine but it may become too hard to use.

•

Keep the area covered because turmeric stains anything it comes in contact with.

•

Apply PASTE daily for 7 days. Allow area to air for 24 hours. Re‐apply daily for another 2‐5 days or
until the lump pops out or falls off. Keep an eye on the wound and ensure it does not get infected.

•

Continuing to apply PASTE may aid in the healing of the wound and prevent infection.

•

We have had reports of PASTE having positive effects without bandaging but it is highly recommended
that you stick to our method which has shown good results.

•

Each subject is different and results will vary.

•

The general rule is to apply PASTE every 24 hours for 7 days. If there is no change or you are not yet
fully satisfied with the results, allow the area to air for 24 hours. Re‐apply daily for another 2‐5 days
and if it is a lump, until the lump pops or falls off.

•

Continuing to apply PASTE may aid in the normal healing of the wound).

•

We have had reports of PASTE having positive effects without bandaging as well.

GOLDBLACK PASTE
For cancerous growths (using golden paste combined with black salve, called GOLDBLACK Paste)
Only re apply after part of the tumour has a eschar forming and allow to pop out on its own, then reapply another
small area and work on that, and continue doing it in this manner until all the cancerous cells have melted out of skin
cavity area.
~ You can drip some Clove Bud Oil (essential oil) on lesion or tumour before applying the paste to numb that area.can
buy a good brand on‐line e.g DoTerra or Living Young
~ Can also apply on body the HAMPL Pain Eze 32 drops or HAMPL BLEED‐PAIN drops (homeopathics) every day
whilst treating topically. If unsure if cancerous the GOLDEN PASTE may still work if cancerous. Try it and see.
STORAGE

PASTE has natural properties that give it a long shelf life, but it is best to keep refrigerated to avoid separation whilst
storing. Then leave out of fridge for a day before using again so its not too hard in consistency.
WARNING

PASTE contains turmeric which stains everything it comes in contact with. Please keep the area well covered to avoid
staining your home
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